**DIGITAL IMAGING**

**Scanners**
- Kodak IQSMART Scanner
- Xerox Workcentre 5638

**Output Devices & Proofers**
- Kodak Magnus 800 with Auto Loader
- 7- Epson Printers with ORIS Rips
- 4- Hyphen ImpoProofers
- 3- Kodak Insite 30” PressProof Systems
- Insite Virtual Matchprint color accurate online viewing by clients

**Large Format Plotters**
- Epson GS6000 60”
- HP Z6100PS 60”
- 2- Epson S70675

**Digital Printing**
- HP Indigo 7600 4 color digital offset press w/white ink technology
- Kodak Digimaster 150 EX
- Kodak Nexpress ZX
- Ricoh Pro 907EX 1 color
- 1- Xante Process Color Envelope Presses

**MAILING**
- Mail Manager 2010 BCC (Full Service & Mail Anywhere)
- GMC Software
- 2 MCS Eagle UV Inkjet System
- Buhrs BB700 5 Station Inserter with Camera Recognition
- Buhrs BB600 4 Station Inserter with Camera System for match mailing
- AMS Poly-bagger
- Tray Mate III tag printer
- 3 Polychem PC-1000 Strappers
- Pitney Bowes Meter/Sealer

**OFFSET PRINTING**
- 29 1/2” x 41 1/2” Heidelberg XL106 8c Perfector with double coating towers and UV capabilities
- 28” x 40” Komori GL840P 8/c Perfector with double coating towers & extended delivery
- UV printing capabilities
- 20 x 26 Graphic Wizard UV Coater
- 13 1/2” x 17 1/2” AB Dick 9995 2c
- 13” x 17 3/4” Heidelberg Printmaster, QM46
- 2- 13” x 17 3/4” AB Dick duplicators
- Halm Jet Envelope Press
- Glitter Printing Line

**LETTERPRESS, FOIL STAMPING, & PACKAGING**
- 2-28” x 40” Bobst SP104 BM foil stamping, embossing, and diecutting machines
- 28” x 40” SBL 1050EF foil stamping, embossing, and diecutting machine
- Heidelberg 22 1/2” x 32 1/4” cylinder letterpress
- 23.5” x 29” NSF Ultra Foil Press w/diecutting capabilities
- 14” x 22” Kluge foil stamping, embossing, and diecutting machine
- Bobst Expertfold 110A-2 Folder Gluer w/4 corner, 6 corner, auto-bottom, and straight line capabilities
- Bobst Visionfold 110 Folding Carton Gluer w/in line scoring, straight line, and auto-bottom capabilities
- Moll Premier 36 pocket folder/folding carton gluer/Versa Fold & MultiFeeder MFT350 Tip On Unit, & tape applicator

**FULFILLMENT & KITTING**
- Box on Demand Box Making Machine
- Online ordering, warehouse management and fulfillment services
- Complete kitting and customized packaging for multiple locations

**IN-HOUSE FINISHING**
- 2- 54” Polar programmable CIP4 paper cutters
- 45” Polar programmable CIP4 paper cutter w/auto trim
- 30” Polar Cutter
- 30” x 45” Stahl KH82-6KTL automated knife folder w/presser stacker
- 30” x 45” MBO Navigator Folder w/vertical presser stacker
- 30” x 45” Stahl TH82 Buckle Folder w/presser stacker
- 22” x 35” Stahl Score Slit Perf & Fold w/glue capabilities
- Horizon AF-566F Buckle Folder
- Longford CF 200 Card Folder
- Kolbus KM472A 19 Clamp Perfect Binder
- 20 inline pockets
- Signature recognition/PUR Glue
- Horizon BQ270-C Perfect Binder
- ST 450 Heidelberg stitch/trimmer
- 8-pockets with 2 cover feeders, CIP4 Programmable
- Horizon 5500 Stitch/Liner
- Lhermite high-speed Wire-O punch
- Assorted paper drills, up to 5 holes
- Hickock A2 Round-cornering unit
- Renz RSB 360 Wire-O Binder
- Spiel Coilmaster & Coilmaker
- Plastic Coil Bindery Equipment
- AGL 62” Heat Laminator
- 3- shrink wrappers
- 2- auto shrink-wrapping lines w/counter/droppers
- 2- digitized scale/automated rate shipping units
- Autobond Compact 102 TP 40” Laminator
- Horizon CRF 362 - Crease and Fold Machine
- Horizon SmartSlitter SMSL-100
TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES

Desktop Workstations
25 - Macintosh and PC workstations
Workflow - Prinergy & Insite
File Servers - 100 TB online & 50 TB nearline storage

FILE TRANSFER WEBSITE
Connect to JSM
https://jsmcarthy.com/connect-to-jsm/
Upload Links
https://jsmcarthy.com/jsm-upload-links/
FTP Link
https://jsmftp.com

REMOTEPROOF WEBSITE
Web-based proofing of pages
https://remoteproof.com

DIGITAL ASSETS WEBSITE
Web portal for browser based searching of archived projects.
https://digitalassets.jsmcarthy.com

SOFTWARE
J.S. McCarthy Printers supports a full complement of graphic design and printing software programs that run in both the Mac and PC environments to meet all of our clients’ needs.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Augusta, ME
15 Darin Drive
Augusta, ME 04330
888-465-6241

Portland, ME
101 McAlister Farm Rd.
2nd Floor
Portland, ME 04103
888-465-6241

Canton, MA
340 Turnpike Street
Suite 1-3B
Canton, MA 02021
781-830-7900

Newington, CT
135 Day Street
Suite 201
Newington, CT 06111
(860) 666-1200

Stamford, CT
652 Glenbrook Road
Building 4, Suite 101
Stamford, CT 06906
203-355-7602

J.S. McCarthy makes a serious commitment to our environment. We believe that environmental printing extends beyond chain of custody, certifications, and marketing buzzwords. We harness 100% of the power we use from the wind. Our lean manufacturing initiatives are aimed at eliminating waste in all aspects of our workflow. Environmental stewardship is part of the culture at J.S. McCarthy. Every day, our people strive to find innovative ways to protect our earth. Not only is it the right thing to do, it is just good business!

CERTIFICATIONS / ENVIRONMENTAL

The J.S. McCarthy Printers Equipment List is on the reverse side. Requests for estimates may be submitted through your sales representative, emailed directly to estimating@jsmcarthy.com or by faxing the company at 207-622-2332.